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Free Choice of Doctor
Sia,-May I crave the hospitality of your columns to ventilate

a point I was unable to thrash out owing to limited time at a
recent meeting of the Cornwall Division ? I asked Dr. D. P.
Stevenson; " Has the question of the patient'.s right to con-
tract out from the Service been dropped, and, if so, why ? If
we object, as rightly we do object, to being placed under the
thumb of a dictator, are we not laying ourselves open to a
charge of hypocrisy if at the same time we acquiesce in our
patients' being subjected to totalitarian regimentation ? " Dr.
Stevenson's reply was to the effect that the question was diffi-
cult, because of the patient's contribution of some 5s. towards
the State insurance only 1Od. actually went to the medical
service. This seems to me to amount to acquiescence in the
State insurance, excusing the medical proportion of it as did
the errant servant girl on the grounds that " it was only a little
one."

Qui s'excuse s'accuse. Surely, Sir, the point at issue is not
the question of saving the patient lOd. a week (or even lOs. as it
could be made at the whim of the Minister without power of
redress by the patient) but the patient's freedom of choice of
doctor. The effect of the State insurance (the invention of
Bismarck, who described it as a golden chain around the necks
of the workers) is to compel every patient to accept and act
upon (whether he approves of it or not) the advice of a State
doctor subject to directives from Whitehall. Is this "' free choice
of doctor" ?

I hold no brief for homoeopathy, nature cure, osteopathy,
etc., as such, but I do most vehemently uphold the right of
any patient to be free to choose a doctor practising those cults
if he wishes to do so. What is the negation of this right but
totalitarian regimentation ?-I am, etc.,

St. Germans, Cornwall. W. H. SPOOR.

Freedom in a State Service
SIR,-Mr. Bevan asks us to enter the National Health Service

and try to make it work. He even offers to alter the Act, in
due course, as parts of it are found to be unworkable. These
are surely " honeyed " words to entice a proportion of the pro-
fession who are wavering to accept service, and are the spear-
head of the war of nerves upon which he is now embarking.
We have seen in the last few days the supreme example of

what can happen to a person employed in a State service who
dares to write to the Press and state a frank opinion. Air Vice-
Marshal Bennett (one of our leading aviators of the day, with
20 years' experience behind him) criticizes the Minister under
whom he serves, and finds himself dismissed-not because of
incompetence but for an expression of opinion. Surely this is
a precedent which should convince everyone that once they
become servants of the State they are no longer to be allowed
freedom of speech. They are not to be judged by the work
they do, however efficient, but by their qualities as " Yes'"
men. Let this incident of Air Vice-Marshal Bennett serve as a
warning to us all and harden our resolve to unite against this
bad National Health Act of 1946 until the omnipotence of the
Minister is curtailed.-[ am, etc.,

Sheffield. R. A. TREVFTHICK.

Pound Value and Compensation
SIR,-We have seen recently in France a devaluation of the

franc, resulting in an immediate loss of purchasing power of
50%. If a similar devaluation of the pound should occur after
our compensation for loss of goodwill had been fixed it would
mean in effect an immediate loss of 50% of our compensation.
lf goodwill were retained, on the other hand, its value in terms
of pouinds would be doubled. Is this a very remote danger ? I
wish I could think so. I have a strong feeling that a saleable
asset is of much greater value than a hypothetical future pay-
ment of a fixed sum in sterling.-I am, etc.,

Sherborne. Dorset. RICHMOND MCINTOSH.

Dismissal from Service
SIR--I wish to protest against your publication (without

comment) of the letters of Dr. J. Leigh Cox (Jan. 31, p. 221)
and Dr. J. Lennel Taylor (p. 222). The former said of the
Minister that "he will decide whether a doctor shall or shall

not be retained in the Service," while Dr. Taylor criticized "a
service from which the Minister of Health may dismiss them
(the doctors) with no such right of appeal." You, Sir, must
know that these statements are untrue, and I would have thought
it more helpful to doctors in trying to come to a decision if
you had added your own footnote or, alternatively, had
refrained from publishing the letters. It is quite clear from
the Act that the Minister can only intervene in favour of a
doctor whose dismissal has already been recommended by
others. May I anticipate some of your more hasty readers by
saying that 1 am not objecting to free speech, for this should
not include the monotonous repetition of untruths.-I am, etc.,
London, N.22. E. J. SAMUEL.
*** Dr. Samuel misses the point that the ultimate authority

is the Minister of Health. This is what he said in his reply
to the Negotiating Committee (Suppt., Dec. 20, 1947, p. 154):
" Parliament have accepted the view, embodied in the Act, that
as the ultimate responsibility for the service is placed by Parlia-
ment on the Minister, it must be left to him to decide in the
last resort whether it is possible for him to retain in the public
service in any particular area, or even at all, a practitioner
whose retention, in the Tribunal's view, 'would be prejudicial
to the efficiency of the service' . . . It would be impossible
to combine this responsibility [i.e. for the new service] with
any lack of ultimate jurisdiction as to the nature and quality
of the service provided."-ED., B.M.J.

Defiance of Dictatorship
SIR,-It is 35 years since I laid down the pen I had wielded

in your columns in support of our own N.H.I. scheme, ashamed
of our pusillanimous surrender to Lloyd George's threatening
fist, nor have I since felt any interest in medical policy. But
I have been moved to write a letter which appears in the Scots-
man (Feb. 11) to put a little courage into the hearts of my
friends, because I feel that not only is the outlook for success
brighter than it was in 1912-13, but our action now is of
importance far transcending that of 1912. It may. prove to be
the turning-point in our internal political history-the first
successful defiance of a dictatorial Parliament that robs us of
freedom and justice. I urge all medical men to think what is
their duty not only to the art of medicine and the physical
welfare of the nation but to its spiritual health, and act on
principle, not on expediency or pergonal benefit.-I am, etc..
Edinburgh. HARRY GREY.

The Fight for Freedom
S1R,-1 called at a garage for petrol, and while they were

ticking off the coupons the boss came and talked about Mon-
day's debate in the House of Commons on the National Health
Service Act. "It's up to you doctors now," he said; "if you
fail now the fight for freedom in England is lost." My own
thoughts had been running on much the same lines, and his
remark struck a bell so loudly that it has echoed in my head
all day.

It is a useful, and often sobering, mental exercise to try and
project one's mind into the future, say 100 years ahead, and
then look back at the happenings of to-day and try to picture
them as part of the pageant of history. Some eight years ago
a great Englishman told us that we were entering upon our
"finest hour"; and at his words Britannia threw off the last
vestiges of middle-aged somnolence and stood erect, rejuivenated.
Who can doubt that the verdict of history will uphold Mr.
Churchill's estimate ?

But what will it say of this age ? War-worn and exhausted,
England has slumped into a strange phase of apathy, docility,
readiness to be regimented-strange indeed, for these are the
characteristics of the Germans-almost incredible (the historian
w;ll say) of the British, whose solid claim to greatness rests
upon a thousand years of sturdy independence and indi-
vidualism. Yet there it is, explain it who can. Years of
personal self-abnegation in the national cause have led us to
forget that each man is master of his own fate. Little by little
we Britons are bowing our necks to the encroachments of
bureaucracy, allowing our wrists and ankles to be bound with
silken threads. Each thread is so thin and deFcate as to be
barely noticed, but you can immobilize an elephant with silk
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